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EDITORIAL-ABOUT ALMOST-STAMPS

There seems to be a tradition that an editorial should be without illustrations, so let me break that
tradition for once. The labels that get stuck on a cover to help it through the posts are very varied, and
for a long time have included things affixed by the post offices through which a letter had travelled,
and other bits of information that the sender wants to convey. The task of indicating what postage has
been prepaid almost always falls solely to the stamp, but the collection of other dues and charges, or
information for routing and sorting, might be indicated by special labels, so-called etiquettes, or by
handstamps, or just written by hand, such as "via Brindisi" for a letter sent from New South Wales to
Europe in the 19th century. It is these other labels, which only sometimes appear, that is the subject of
my musings this time. The official ones can for example tell us that a letter was refused and sent
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back, or was undeliverable, or had been in a crash and fell in the water, or that it was censored. The
private labels that are called Cinderellas may indicate a contribution to charity (though sometimes that
is done by the postage stamp itself when the government collects the monies as a voluntary or
compulsory surcharge), other labels are publicity or commemoratives for such events as the Olympic
Games, though this sort of use seems to have been overtaken by commemorative postage stamps as
the latter issues became more prolific in the 20th century.

The registration label is perhaps the most frequently encountered other label, though even this practice
is not followed intemationally, registered mail labels (which in many cases means recorded posting
and not insurance of contents), came into use a bit after the invention of registration by the UPU, and
in some countries such as Russia was usually indicated not by an adhesive label but by a handstamp in
which the number of the item was then inserted by handwriting. Some philatelists do collect
registration labels, as they provide direct information of what offices existed in a country, and show
how their designs evolved over time. Modem registration labels now incorporate barcodes, and have
become more complicated. Sometimes registration labels have been used as postage stamps, with or
without overprints.

Let us compare two covers; the first battered one from Kharkov in the Ukraine, then part of the
Russian Socialist Federated Soviet Republic, sent on the 24th of February 1922 to Hamburg. It is
franked on the back with a block of 10 of the red imperforate 1000 roubles stamp showing an anvil and
blacksmith's hammers. The sender addressed it in both Cyrillic and Roman script, as is usual for
intemational mail, and endorsed it Zakaznoe which means registered, but no Russian label or

handstamp. It transited Moscow February and got to Hamburg 13 office, where it
then had a German registration label attached. This label says that the item is from abroad and came
via Berlin W 8. The practice of sticking a special registration label onto incoming registered mail that
had not already got such a label from the originating country is not unique to Germany.
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The second cover carne to me recently from Brauschweig in Germany, and has the typical cheerful
plastering of stamps and labels that philatelic registered mail attracts. Now the registered label from
Deutsche Post (corporatised and listed on the stock market) has five boxes, to cover all the alternative
ways that a letter may be designated to be delivered into the hands of the intended recipient. Australia
Post then added its own label to indicate that a signature was required, but not necessarily from me
personally (otherwise the German label would have been ticked in the Eigenhandig box). The stamps

give us a clue about the change of currency to Euros, and some seem to be from a booklet pane with a
wide margin. The luftpost label seems to be a bit redundant as virtually all mail comes to us by air
now. About the only common features of these two registration labels are the large red capital R on
the left, and a number, expanded over the decades from a humble 986 to 07 7746 2410 4 DE. I hope
to feature more about almost-stamps and their collection by the postal historian in future issues of
Capital Philately if readers are interested.

TASMANIA 2003

A short message with Canberra-based Society members' results from Tasmania 2003 held at Wrest
Point Casino, 11-13 April 2003.

Paul Barsdell. Benin/Dahomey. Silver (68)

Hubert Goron. New Caledonia. Vermeil (77)

Both these entries were in the French Challenge, the first occasion the French Challenge was held was
in Canberra, March 2000. Our congratulations to the medal recipients.

Dingle Smith and Ian McMahon were on the Jury of Tasmania 2003.
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CANBERRA STAMPSHOW 2004

Paul Barsdell

Canberra Stampshow 2004, the society's Thirteenth Biennial National Philatelic Convention, will be
held 13-15 March 2004 in the Hellenic club of Canberra, Matilda Street, Woden.

In its formative years, there was never any automatic assumption that another convention would be
1 -eld once one was completed. Over time, as the conventions went from strength to strength, and the
c-ociety's reputation for innovation and exhibition organisation grew, the biennial conventions have
become an integral part of the Society's programme.

Soon after last year's convention, while everything was still fresh in the minds of committee
members, initial planning for the next convention was undertaken. A business plan, budget and
timeline were drawn up and approved by the Society's Council. Then committee members had a well-
deserved break from conventions.

Planning began in earnest following the appointment of committee members for Stampshow 2004 at
the November meeting of the Society's Council. The initial focus was on the prospectus, dealer and
sponsorship packages, the judging panel, the convention logo and other administrative arrangements.

Following the success of the inaugural Australasian Challenge at Canberra Stampshow 02, the
Australian Philatelic Federation (APF) agreed that the Challenge be continued with some minor
alterations to its rules. It also agreed that the Ed Druce Memorial Trophy, which was won by the
Western Australian team in 2002, become a perpetual trophy. Canberra's bid for the Australasian
Challenge 2 in 2004 was approved by the APF. This will again be the focal point of the exhibition.
Although the ACT did not compete in the inaugural Challenge (it provided many of the judges), it will
be competing in the next Challenge. Consequently, judges for Challenge 2 will be drawn from all
States, the ACT and both Islands of New Zealand. Michael Blake from South Australia has been
appointed Chairman of the Jury and a panel of national Australian judges has been approved by the
APF. The New Zealand Philatelic Federation will appoint two national judges, one from each Island,
to join the panel.

Apart from the Challenge, the APF has also approved First Day Covers, Polar Philately and Postcards
classes at national level and the ACT Philatelic Council has approved a full range of state-level classes
for the Stampshow. These latter classes are aimed at novice and inexperienced exhibitors as well as
other exhibitors trying out new exhibits, especially in classes in which they have not previously
exhibited. Finally, the committee has again included the "As You Like It" class to encourage
collectors to exhibit something that does not fit into the formal competitive classes. It will again be
judged by people attending the Stampshow.

The prospectus was launched in time for distribution at Tasmania 2003, the modified national
exhibition held in Hobart 11-13 April 2003. It is being distributed to exhibitors in previous state
exhibitions and to those who have participated in the three national classes included in the Stampshow
other than the Challenge. The prospectus will be available at meetings, on the Society's web site and
by contacting members of the committee.

The Hellenic Club of Canberra underwent major renovations and extensions in 2001-02. However, the
upgrading of the Olympus Room, which housed the exhibits and dealers last year, was not included in
that work programme. It may partly be renovated and expanded in July-September this year but the
Club has still to decide on its new work programme. We will, at least, have as much space as we did
in 2002 but whether we will have more space in 2004 is still unknown. This uncertainty creates
planning difficulties for us as the number of exhibits and dealers accommodated will depend on the
available space. It also has budgetary implications for both income and expenditure. However, even if
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we have no extra space, the Club is still the best venue for the Stampshow. In addition, the Club's
general amenities are now better than they were last year.

The logo for the Stampshow reflects both the venue and the holding of the Olympic Games in Athens
later next year. The Stampshow will have a Greek and sporting theme running through it, details of
which are still being worked out and will be publici sed later in the year.

The committee has put together dealer and sponsorship packages. Dealer packages are being
distributed and negotiations are under way regarding sponsorship. Sponsorship will be crucial if space
limitations at the venue curtail the number of exhibits and dealers.

We will again be instituting a Supporters' Club as a fund-raising measure. The Club will be limited to
100 members plus one membership for each dealer taking a stand. The cost of membership is only
$60. Members of the Club will not only be helping us to fund the show but will also receive a range of
benefits:

• free entry to the exhibition
• free exhibition catalogue
• $5 discount on one Awards Dinner ticket
• direct mailing of Bulletins
• limited issue philatelic souvenir
• exhibition envelope
• access to the Supporter's Lounge.

At recent Canberra shows, some dealers were buying the philatelic souvenir for the cost of Club
membership.

The administration of the Stampshow will be more computerised than previous conventions. We will
be using the database created by Hans Karman for use by state and national exhibition committees.
This will facilitate distribution of mail, development of forms, compilation of publications and the
updating of records for the APF. As the Newcastle modified national exhibition (October 2003) will
also be using Hans' database, it will undergo a demanding double test, which will enable Hans to fme
tune it, and so provide exhibition committees with an excellent administrative tool.

We will be placing information on the Society'S web site on a regular basis to keep people informed
about progress in the organisation of the Stampshow. We will also seek to have similar information
placed on the APF web site.

We will be calling on many members of the Society to assist with the running of the Stampshow over
the three days in March 2004. We cannot do without that help. So please keep some time free that
weekend for the Stampshow.

Paul Barsdell

Chairman

Canberra Stampshow 2004
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A LETTER FROM THE NORWAY-SWEDEN FRONTIER
TO LONDON IN 1832.

Robert A. M. Gregson

I obtained this letter at an international stamp exhibition in Melbourne in March 1999, from an
English dealer; it was with another letter of 1839, in Swedish, that one addressed to Sir John Ross
who was British consul in Stockholm from 1839-1846.

This letter has four postmarks, and an endorsement by the sender 'via Hamburg Steam Boat'. The
postmarks are: (1) Stromstad, 29 12 1832, the Swedish first (bagstampel) type used there, (2)
Hamburg KSNPC (Royal Swedish Norwegian Post Contoir) rectangular type cancel of 4 JAN 33, (3)
London arrival cancel in red in a double oval, 4 EVEN 4 JA 8 1833, and (4) black in dotted circle
Foreign receiving mark of JA 8 1833. The letter is apparently written just over the border into
Norway, near to Frederiksstad, but Norwegian towns did not have postmarks until 1st Jan 1845, and
the transit mark of the nearest Swedish town on the post route was used for letters sent on the route.
This letter was therefore in the charge of the Swedish postal service from just after being posted,
through to Hamburg, where it would be handed over to a mail packet ship for delivery to London.

The letter is written in English, on one folded sheet (envelopes were not commonly used then) and
had been sealed with the usual wax wafer whose removal has left small holes in the document. The
handwriting is crossed, first in one direction and then at right angles, a common practice then to save
postage charged by weight. There are handwritten indications of the rates charged, which could in fact
have been paid partly by the sender and partly by the recipient. Postal charges were levied by
segments of the route through a succession of different authorities until international postal rates were
standardised in the 1870s. I can decipher '176' which I think is perhaps in skilling banco, (the
Swedish currency unit at that time) and 1/8 which could be English shillings and pence.

From the contents of the letter it was probably written by a Quaker business man acting as the
Norwegian agent or partner of a company running import-export between England and Norway or
Sweden. His spelling of Norwegian names is apparently by ear. It is addressed to

Mrs William Storrs Fry

St Mi1dreds Court

London

The handwriting is mostly legible, and reads as follows (his spellings have been preserved):

My Dear Julia,

I am realy ashamed when I recollect that I have more than once not written to you since you
were married but this is such a stupid place for small talk that it is difficult to know what to say or
write, you and the Upton Party must go partners in the letters you receive from us, otherwise it will be
impossible to fill two letters without repeating the same news over a second time, and by way of a
commencement I shall in this acknowledge the receipt of Emma's of the 5th, yours of the 9th and
Albert's of the 14th inst - tell Emma we have reed all the things Rat Traps etc sent by Capn Rees -
but your wedding cake has not yet arrived, it has at last got as far as Frederickstad, it is on board a
sloop which is loaded with Com, which I suppose will be up in a day or two - It is a miserable
account to give of Georgina and her baby, how is she now? E says a Miss Sims in the
neighbourhood of Upton has run away with her cousin, this is something quite new, I suppose this
must be the effect of Reform for I always thought the Gentlemen ran away with the Ladies not Ladies
with Gent!! I see I must look out or perhaps somebody will run away with me, this I do not expect but
there is no telling what may happen in this world especially when Cupid is on the wing but this you
know better than me, who have experienced his enchanting attractions - I now come to your letter we
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were very sorry to hear William was so poorly with the Ear Ache, but it must have been a great
comfort to him to have an affece wife to nurse him - ask him from me if this is true - I am sure he
cannot deny it - but you must take care he does not get a second attack otherwise he may be as you
say a Deaf Old Man all his life - I have the same wish to see you as you express in your letter you
have to see us. I am sure you are passing a much merrier Xmas than we are, we have such a terrible
stormy wet day that it is impossible to put one's nose out of doors, and the only thing that looks like
Xmas is Plum Pudding in the pot and a Turkey on the spit, and the Landsman V. Halvorsen going to
dine with us, I can assure you I would much rather have you and William instead of the
abovementioned Guests - I suppose there is no hope of seeing you over here! May I be allowed to ask
who the Parties are that you have to provide for - perhaps this is intruding too far into family or
Country House business, if so you can reply you may leave me in my ignorance, ask your dear man's
leave to answer this question, I should very much like to see Charley's letter or a copy of it, I dare say
Albert has not much to do, he could copy it for us. I must say what Charley says about you being in
love are founded on very good grounds, as there is quite sufficient proof of a strong attachment
between you and William before you came to Norway. I expect you will think me an impudent fellow,
making such remarks - what will Will: say if he sees this, I am perfectly of your opinion that unless a
man has a good tempered young lady for his wife that Matrimony must be misery and vise verse - Do
not be afraid of me taking a Norwegian lady for a wife, I must say that I have no inclination that way
at present, and as I suppose there is no Eng]; lady that would leave her native country to come to this
solitary place I must see and crawl through life without a wife, and die an Old Bachelor - for there is
time enough says I. We receive your Rat receipt, it answers tolerable, we have caught 10 Rats in 14
days but we do not know how many have died with the corn but this we do know we do not yet
perceive that they have diminished in the least. I am now able to answer your question about coming
home next summer, but I do not think we can - what is my old friend and your brother Joe at, 1never
hear anything about him and his Partridge now, and my brother Billy what can 1 say to him? I depute
you who being his wife can make the best and prettiest speeches to ask him to bring you over here for
a month or two in the spring of the year. Tell Albert I was quite aware I directed Mother's letter as I
did, and that I suppose Miss Vogt must have made some impression on him, if so, for a good
commission I will make up the match for him; I shall leave Roy to answer about his intension of
moving as it is impossible for me to know his secret thoughts, we were on Saturday and Sunday last
drving in sledges on the ice on Glen Bay, but now it must be all gone. I saw in a newspaper Hanna's
wedding but I have not come across yours yet. George begs to have a bit of your wedding cake saying
"I shall like realy a small slice of the wedding cake for the sake of the Bride, for whom 1have a great
respect, notwithstanding the lectures she used to read me." I think Will: will be a little jealous - Is
that your Crest, a man's arm and sword with another head stuck onto the sword, this looks very
warlike and not proper for broadbrims like you.

Dee 2ih on the evening of the 24th which in Norway they make the first commencement of the Xmas
Hollidays we were invited to Bertheaus. He had made and bought many Play things for his children,
there was no one there but ourselves we thought it rather stupid. The next day we had a meeting of all
the inhabitants of Glen about the Poor Laws and Taxes. I am sure you would have laughed to see the
meeting, the meeting was about keeping the Poor of Glen but as you do not understand it, it will not
be interesting to you and yesterday we gave a Ball to the servants and allowed them to ask 2 guests
each to supper but the doors were open to all consequently we had many dancers and 35 to supper-
they danced upstairs in the room where the Cow Girls used to sleep, and kept it up until past 2, when
we thought we should like to go to bed, so we broke up the ball as it was not possible to sleep as long
as they were dancing just over our heads. Maria the cook could not partake of the pleasure having
sprained her ankle and not able to walk. We were invited to a ball in Fredricksstad but as the servants
were to have theirs on the same day we thought it best to be at home. We expect Mr Thomason here
tomorrow, he is coming down today with his 2 daughters to Hasslund who proceed to Frederickshall
for a ball but he intends taking up his abode with us, as there is an Engh or Scotch gentleman coming
to stop with us a few days. His name is Miller and 1 believe he is thinking about buying Hasslund. We
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have never seen him, he is lately come over from Scotland but has been in Norway before. I have now
nothing more to say but love to all that are dear to me.

Believe me

Yours ever affe Bror J. Selby Junr

Your cake has just come up to Sannesund but we have not yet seen it but shall have it in an hour or so
but I cannot keep the Postboy any longer therefore cannot give my opinion on it so good by my
dearest Juliana Sally William Storrs Fry, you see I do not call you Miss Polly any longer.
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A GOLD RUSH SHIPWRECK LETTER FROM BASS STRAIT

Graeme Broxam

Contrary to popular belief, a considerable quantity of mail has been salvaged from shipwrecks around
the Australian coast over the past two centuries. Unfortunately, very little of it carries any official
marking, either by hand-stamp or manuscript notation, to indicate the fact. The only way these items
can be identified as such, therefore, is by cross-reference of other postal markings such as the date
stamps of departure and receipt, and the "per ship" endorsements frequently noted by the sender of the
front. Few philatelists being avid maritime historians, recognition of any individual item will not
happen unless the collector actually carries out the appropriate research. My own position as a
maritime historian first and philatelist second puts me in a somewhat advantages position, yet despite
years of pouring over auction catalogues, I have not been fortunate enough to recognise a genuine
local wreck cover. Until early this year, that is, when a casual glance through a Status International
Auction catalogue led to the recognition of this remarkable survivor from one of the most incredible
stories of shipwreck and castaway in Australian history.

The story of this cover begins early in 1854, when Fry & Co. of London decided to send their
schooner Water Witch, 134 tons, to Melbourne with a cargo of general merchandise on speculation for
the gold fields. She sailed on 10 February 1854 under the command of Captain J. Newson, and
arrived on 28 June, after which she discharged and was offered for sale.

Unfortunately, by the time the Water Witch had arrived in Melbourne, the peak of the gold-induced
boom in prices for both ships and merchandise had passed, and the schooner and much of her cargo,
no doubt loaded on the basis of news sent from the colony nearly a year earlier, were unsaleable at
anything like the desired prices. It appears that the entire crew, including the master, also abandoned
her en mass, leaving her agent Robert Davison with additional worries. Finally, he decided to recruit
a new crew, under Captain Anthony Hill Forrest, and send the vessel and unsold cargo to Mauritius.
He also managed to secure a very lucrative item of freight - £20,000 in specie (gold coin) - that was to
make the events to follow something of a cause celebre.

Although as the Water Witch's agent he was quite entitled to send his written instructions to her
Mauritius agent, Ripon Bell & Co., in the Captain's care without going through the expense of
postage, on 11 September 1854 he wrote the letter that is the subject of this article to them:

Messrs. Ripon Bell & Co.

Port Louis Mauritius

Dear Sirs,

I have the pleasure to enclose you a letter of introduction from our mutual friends Messrs.
Bell Reynard & Co. on whose recommendation I herewith consign the schooner "Water
Witch" to your good care.

I beg to enclose your copy of manifest by which you will perceive that there is a sum of
£47 317 to be received by you in Port Louis which you will please collect before delivery of
the goods. I also beg to call your attention to the specie (£20,000) on board which I trust you
will have duly delivered at the Bank.

I also enclose Bill of Exchange at 6 days 0' sight on Evariste Bayon for £ 15 % and also
Bill of Exchange at 3 do' sight in Henry Leclerc for £15 % for passage money, hence to Port
Louis which you will please also collect. I also enclose a letter from Henry Leclerc to his
brother relating to the latter's passage money.
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The "Water Witch" belongs to my friends Fry & Davison and Mr Jas. Hos King of
London, and was consigned to me here for sale, but not being at all saleable just at present and
not wishing to lay the vessel up, I have determined upon sending her to your port, for a return
cargo of sugar and other merchandise to this port or should it be better for the owners for her to
return to the United Kingdom, I trust you will procure a charter for her at the highest current
rates.

I have appointed Captain Forrest to the command here and from the enquiries I have made
I doubt not you will find him all that he should be, but I trust you will look well after him, and
endeavour to get the vessel to sea with as little delay as possible and I must also beg you will
keep down the expenses in port in every possible way.

The amount of freight etc to be collected by you will I trust pay all needful disbursements
for the ship, but should you have any balance against the vessel I hereby engage to accept your
drafts at 3 dls for the amount. Messrs. Bell Reynard & Co. promised to write you concerning
this.

I request that you will not advance any sums to Captain Forrest on alc of his salary,
beyond any trivial amount he may require, as I have advanced part and will settle with him
upon arrival here, or should he go to London, the owners will pay him the balance. On
account of the ship of course you will receive and disburse all moneys.

I have fully stored the vessel for her return here, but should Captain Forrest go on to
London, he may require a few more stores.

I must beg of you to exercise great economy on this head as the Bills for Stores I have
paid here are much heavier that I anticipated.

Recommending Captain Forrest to your best attention and requesting that you will do your
best in facilitating the loading and dispatch of this vessel whether for this port or London and
trusting that this may be the beginning of a long and mutually beneficial correspondence.

I remain, dear Sirs,

Your obt. servant,

Robert Davison

The letter was postmarked at Melbourne the same day and endorsed 2/- postage paid. The vessel
cleared out with Customs the same day with master, crew and passengers totalling 26, the residuum of
her London cargo including herrings and drapery, and the £20,000 in specie, sailed from Melbourne
two days later, and cleared Port Phillip Heads on the 15th. Less than two days later, she was driven
ashore on the south-west coast of King Island during a westerly gale.

Given the location and circumstances of her stranding, and the prevailing conditions, in which her
boats were all lost, it was quite miraculous that all hands managed to land safely, and even managed to
salvage part of the cargo, including the gold, and the mails. A bigger surprise awaited them,
however, with the discovery of the survivors of the ship Brahmin that had been wrecked nearby nearly
five months earlier, and had been castaways ever since.

The ship Brahmin, 616 tons, had sailed from London, for Sydney, on 5 February 1854, five days
before the Water Witch had left the same port. The bigger ship had made a faster passage until, on the
night of21-22 May, it came to an abrupt end on an offshore reef a few miles south of where the Water
Witch would be lost in September. Her master Malcolm McEacharn, of the well-known Melbourne
shipowning family, and sixteen others including all of the ship's officers, were drowned. The twenty
rather feckless survivors soon met up with two old aboriginal women, Georgia and Maria Scott, who
were kept on the island by the semi-official "Straits Policeman" David Howie to hunt wallaby for
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skins. He does not appear to have put in an appearance on the island for about two years, and the
Brahmin castaways, devoid of command or clue, were no less marooned than they were - despite
having an 18ft. gig from their ship that had corne ashore, though badly damaged. It took four weeks
to repair after the second wreck, after which the Water Witch's chief officer and the Brahmin's
carpenter set off for Melbourne in it 9 a.m. on 17 October. Twenty hours later, after constant bailing,
they were at Sandridge, and before long the sensational news of the two wrecks and some 175 kg of
gold lying on a beach on King Island were in the city.

In a flurry of activity, both the agents and the government sprang into action, immediately sending the
paddle steamer Manchester and sloop-of-war Electra, respectively, to the scene. Not surprisingly the
big former British coastal ferry arrived first, but being unable to get the gold off from the rugged
coastline, the crew carried it twenty miles overland to the lee of New Years Island on King Island's
north-western end, where it could be easily carried offshore by boat. When they arrived at their
destination, however, they found the Electra waiting with official instructions concerning the gold.
After some harsh words passed between the two parties and the steamer's owner W. A. Gardner
demanded he be given a receipt, it was handed over to the officers of the warship, along with the mails
from the Water Witch, while Manchester picked up part of the passengers and crew of the two
wrecked vessels. The Manchester and Electra both returned to Melbourne on 30 October.

The Manchester also brought back the old aboriginal woman Maria Scott, her companion having died
from the overindulgence of liquor washed up from one of the wrecks. They had been the wives a
sealer John Scott, who had drowned while attempting to prevent the barque Rebecca from going
ashore near the New Years Islands in 1843. Descendants of both women still live in Western
Australia and Queensland.

In the event, the official seizure of the Water Witch's gold might have been a good idea, as the
vessel's unruly crew looted and destroyed much of the salvaged cargo, and persons unknown also
tampered with the mail bag.

Immediately after its return to Melbourne, the mail was handed over to the Ship Mail Despatching
Officer, H. Harrison, who immediately reported some serious irregularities to the G. P. O.'s Chief
Clerk. The sealed official bag for Mauritius, which also included a sealed bag for the Cape of Good
Hope, had been broken open, and two registered letters were found to be missing. They were found in
a second unofficial mail bag dispatched by agents Reynard & Co., which also included 37 newspapers
and 85 letters upon which no postage had been paid, contrary to the Postage Act 17 Victoria No. 30,
Clause 48, and Harrison's own bill that had been enclosed in the official bag. Worse still, both
registered letters showed signs of having been opened.

No legal action could be taken as it was not known when the official bag had been opened or the mail
tampered with, nor could it be proved who had committed the act. It was eventually decided that the
official mails would be forwarded to Mauritius by the barque Competitor, which sailed on 6
November, while the "unofficial" mails enclosed in the agents' private bag would be advertised as
unclaimed, undelivered and irregularly posted letters, to be properly paid for postage within 30 days.

The agents original letter per Water Witch eventually arrived at its intended destination on 9 January
1855 (1/- postage due), along with another letter that no doubt explained the circumstances of its delay
- and the fact that its contents were now entirely redundant. Both items fell into the hands of
philatelists as part of Ripon Bell & Co.'s correspondence, which appears to be well known to students
of pre-stamp Mauritius philately from the items I have seen on offer. The two Water Witch items
formed part of the J. A. Gunn Collection of Maritime Mails auctioned by the British auction house of
Cavendish in September 2002. Unfortunately the two items have since been separated, the subject
entire being offered for sale individually in Sydney in February 2003 - I would greatly appreciate
details of its "mate," especially its contents.
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References: Graeme Broxam and Mike Nash, Tasmanian Shipwrecks, Volume I 1797-1899,
Navarine Publishing, Canberra, 1998

Marten Syme, Shipping Arrivals & Departures, Victorian Ports, Volume II, 1846-1855,
Roebuck, Society, Melbourne, 1987.

The Age Newspaper, Melbourne, various dates October-November 1854

Archives Office of Victoria, Chief Secretary's Office Correspondence.
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GERMANY IN THE 19TH CENTURY

Dresden (Saxony) to Pallas Green (Ireland)

Robert Gregson

A black-bordered mourning letter sent in 1864

Dresden 7-9 Ab, 67 1864, transit London KW JY 8 1864

Backstamped Pallasgreen B JY 9 1864

Christmas Post in North Hessen

A coloured woodcut by Blume-Siebert
around 1890.

Reproduced on this postcard by the State
Postal Museum in Frankfurt am Manin.
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THE CARINTHIA PLEBISCITE COMMEMORATED ON AUSTRIAN
STAMPS

Peter Kunz

Where is Carinthia and what was the Carinthia Plebescite? Why was the Plebescite publicised by the
Austrian post office with a set of stamps in 1920?

Carinthia is the southernmost province of Austria. The provincial capital is Klagenfurt and the second
largest city in the province is Villach. In 1919 the province bordered Yugoslavia (although today it
now borders on Slovenia) and Carinthia had a substantial Slovene population of 82,000 (circa 21%) of
the total 384,000 population.

In Carinthia the Slovenes had mainly lived as peasants in the rural areas and the geography of
Carinthia cut them off from the area to their south called Carniola which became Slovenia and a part
of Yugoslavia.

In 1918 the newly nascent Yugoslavia (the Slovenes, Croats and Serbs of the dual monarchy united
with the kingdoms of Serbia and Montenegro to become the SHS Kingdom) claimed the Slovenes of
Carinthia (as well as Slovenes in the neighbouring Austrian province of Styria) as part of Yugoslavia.
Austria claimed the areas and people as their own and the issue called "The Question of the
Klagenfurt Basin" as the issue was referred to internationally was referred to the Peace Peace
Conference in 1919.

Before the plebiscite was held there was much discussion about how to solve the "Question of the
Klagenfurt Basin". Initially, the French were pro-Yugoslav; the Italians were anti-Yugoslav while the
British and Americans favoured the division of Carinthia on ethnic lines with the south of Carinthia
ceded to Yugoslavia. Finally, it was the forceful personal intervention and view of the USA's
President Woodrow Wilson which swayed diplomats to favour a plebiscite.

The plebiscite was held on October 10, 1920 and the resultant vote was declared in favour of Austria
with a significant number of Slovenes voting to remain within Austria rather than uniting with their
southern Slav brothers. The seemed noteworthy and unusual as the plebescite was only held in a
portion of Carinthia where Slovenes were in a 70% majority. Such a voting outcome can partially be
explained when it is understood that the "Austrian Slovenes" probably felt that their economic future
would be more rosy if they remained part of Austria rather than bonding with the new and volatile
Yugoslavia.

In order to publicise the plebiscite Austria issued a 19 denomination set of a previously used 1919
definitive designs overprinted Kdrnten Abstimmung or as translated into English Carinthia Plebiscite.

The stamps of 5 and 10 heller depicted the coat of arms of Austria, while 15, 25, and 60 heller
denominations depicted a posthorn, and 20, 30, 40 and 50 heller depicted an allegorical naked male
figure on bended knee named "New Republic". Three stamps showing the Austrian coat of arms in
larger format covered the values of 80 heller and 1 and 2 Krone while seven stamps ranging from 2.5
Kronen to 20 Kronen depicted the Austrian Parliament building in Vienna.
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All lower values were perforate; however the upper values depicting the parliament building were
printed imperforate on granite paper. Some of the colours for the Carinthia Plebiscite issue were
changed from the earlier issued definitives.

The Karntnen Abstimmung set was therefore issued twenty four days before the plebescite on the 16th
of September 1919. Apart from the purpose of alerting their citizens to the upcoming plebiscite, did
the issuance of the 1920 set before the plebiscite mean that the Austrian government had a
premonition that the Austrian rather than Yugoslav view would carry the day?

The result of the Carinthia Plebiscite means much to the Austrians who hold the territory to this day.

In 1950 a three stamp set was issued to commemorate the 30th anniversary of the plebiscite and in
1995 a 6 schilling stamp depicting Hollenberg Castle was issued commemorating the 75th
anniversary.

The consequences of the Carinthia Plebiscite have certainly continued to echo in Austrian philately
down through the years!

Reference: Dr Claudia Fraess-Ehrfeld: The Role of the United States and the Carinthia Question
1918-1920. from the "Austria Information" website at www.austria.org
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Cover from Bucharest,
Rumania to Canberra.

Sometimes there are
problems in delivering
the mail to the correct
person ... the extra
directions add to the

postal story, but are not
usually this

tongue-in-cheek!

The "TRY
PSYCHOLOGY" is the

third suggestion.
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THE "POSTAGE STAMPS" OF THE LEGION VOLONTAIRES FRAN<;AIS
CONTRE LE BOLSHEVISME (PART 2)

Robert Ellinger

But what was the meaning of all that? The issues were not postal stamps, they were not labels
showing exemption from postal charges, it would appear that they were just a clever means to collect
money through taxing an otherwise free postal service.

But back to the other issues of the LVF. The second set of "stamps" issued has very much its own
peculiarities. It consists of two stamps one with the inscription: "Courrier officiel par Avion" and the
other one with: "Courrier Special par Avion". Both also bear the Text: "CORPS
EXPEDITIONNAIRE de la LEGION des VOLONTAIRES FRANCAIS CONTRE le
BOLSHEVIME". Both stamps carry a surcharge of Ffl o. Like the Polar Bear issue, they are
perforated 12,5 and were printed by a private company; Degorce.

One stamp shows a two-engined plane over a map of the USSR and a red star, the other one shows a
monoplane over the Eiffel tower in the left lower comer and the Kremlin in the right lower comer.
The stamps went on sale in Paris in early December 1941 and sold at Ff20 a pair: a total of 147,277
sets were printed. A large portion of the stamps were later, in early 1942, overprinted with the slogan:
"FRONT DE'L EST/OSTFRONT", the total number of these overprints was supposedly around
137,000 sets. Thus one might assume that around 10,000 sets of the original stamps were sold.

However, the issuance of these air service stamps is more than a bit odd! There was no special or
regular airmail service for the LVF! So why special air vignettes? Soldiers of the LVF on active
service in Russia had access to the same airmail service as had soldiers of the
Wehrmacht. For this purpose they were provided with four Luftfeldpost
stamps per month, between April 1942 and April 1943 in those areas where
Lufthansa services existed (the Luftwaffe did not transport private
correspondence). Half of these were to be used for mail from the front to
home, the other half for mail from home to the front. One label was required
for each letter or postcard. Parcels were not carried by airmail. As of May
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1943 two stamps were required for each letter or postcard but the monthly ration of labels was
increased to eight. Why? And why produce vignettes for something that doesn't exist?

These air service vignettes are subject to a considerable range of printing errors some of which are
shown below.

missing accent over e in aerienne missing dot over i in aerienne

bottom ofF next to value pointed missing accent over e in special

Capital Philately Volume 21 Number 3 17
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The last issue of LVF vignettes was the so-called "Borodino" set. On 7 September 1812 Napoleon's
army and the Russian forces clashed at the village of Borodino west of Moscow. Both sides suffered
severe losses. The Russians retired from the field, but the battle was not decisive The Borodino set of
five labels shows war scenes including one with Napoleonic soldiers and Legionaires of the LVF.
They all bear the inscription "La Legion des Voluntaires Francais contre Ie Bolshevisme" and F+ If.
The total issue was around 1 million sets. The set appeared on 20 April 1942, in other words on
Hitler's 53rd birthday. Many of the stamps are attached to a decorative coat of arms label, some of
these labels bearing the date 2-4-42. Again an intriguing question: why that date if the first day of
issue of these stamps was the 20 April?
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As is the case with all the LVF issues, vignettes on envelopes are rather rare, but mint labels are
plentiful. Theoretically the vignettes were not to be tied or cancelled but many of them are. The above
registered cover bears a complete set of the five Borodino stamps. The decorative labels are attached
to the stamps and they show the date of 2 4 42. The cover is addressed to Paris and is dated 30 5 42.
The stamps are tied with a Feldpost cancellation. The cover also bears a seal "Dienstpoststelle F.P. Nr
03865 H, that is the fieldpost number of the 1st batallion of the LVF. The reverse is stamped in black
"Geoffnet Oberkommando der Wehrmacht" -Opened, High Command of the Armed Forces- and in
red "Gepruft Oberkommando der Wehrmacht -Censured High Command of the Armed Forces-.

The second cover is rather simpler with just one stamp plus attached label of the Borodino set tied by
a Feldpost cancellation dated 17 1 1944 but without a Feldpost number, thus most likely one of the
numerous fakes produced after the war with original Feldpost rubber stamps.

All in all an extraordinary lot these vignettes of the LVF, a part of recent history.

Sources; A. Apaire et B. Sinais: L 'histoire secrete des Timres de la LVF. Timbre Magazin Mai
2002
Dallay: Catalogue de cotations de Timbres de France 2002-2003

David Littlejohn: The Patriotic Traitors. 1972

Michel: Deutschland Spezial Katalog 1994

M. A. Saint-Loup: Legion der Aufrechten 1984
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AFGHANISTAN ILLEGAL ISSUES OF POSTAGE STAMPS

International Bureau of the Universal Postal Union

Berne, Switzerland, 13 January 2003 - International Bureau Circular

The postal administration of AFGHANISTAN asks me to inform you of the following:

"Unidentified individuals have been seeking to discredit our country through the circulation of illegal
postage stamps.

I would draw the attention of all Union member countries and all philatelic partners to the fact that
new postage stamps supposedly issued by Afghanistan, such as the ones annexed to this letter,
continue to be produced and disseminated.

As these stamps are inscribed 'AFGHAN POST', there is no doubt that they harm the moral, religious
and economic integrity of Afghanistan, as well as the postal service and the Union as a whole.

These stamps are, moreover, illegal. They have been issued without our administration's knowledge
and in violation of articles 6 and 25.2.3 of the Universal Postal Convention, the UPU Regulations and
the legislation of the Transitional Islamic State of Afghanistan.

These stamps have no value as collector's items or for postal prepayment.

Our administration wishes to alert all the postal administrations of Union member countries, the
philatelic community and collectors to the existence of these illegal postage stamps and urge them not
to accept these stamps as postal prepayment or purchase them.

The postal administration of the Transitional Islamic State of Afghanistan would also be grateful if the
postal administrations of Union member countries would inform their philatelic partners of the
existence and dissemination of these illegal stamps and exercise increased vigilance in their respective
countries. "

A list of the illegal postage stamps is annexed.

KJSMcKEOWN
Director of Communication and Postal Markets

WADP Secretariat
International Bureau of the Universal Postal Union
Case postale
3000 BERNE 15
SWITZERLAND
Tel: +41 31 35032 15
e-mail: philately@upu.int

Fax: +41313503110/3510266

Illegal postage stamp issues produced in the name of Afghanistan

Chess - Two horizontal miniature sheets of nine postage stamps each, each depicting a different chess
position, inscribed "2000" and "AFGHANISTAN". One sheet contains stamps with a value of 20,000
each, the other stamps with a value of 40,000 each. There are other chess images in the margins of the
sheet.

Chess - One vertical miniature sheet of nine postage stamps, each depicting a different chess position,
inscribed "2000" and "AFGHANISTAN". Each postage stamp has a value of 50,000. Other chess
pieces are depicted in the margins of the sheet.
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PASTCARDS
Journal of

CANBERRA PICTURE POSTCARD COllECTORS
a branch of the Philatelic Society of Canberra, Inc.

No. 51
All Rights Reserved

May 2003
ISSN 1326-9941

Mostly Martha, December 2002.
Produced and printed by Avant Card.
Recipe for Lemon Tart on reverse.

EDITORIAL
In this issue we cover wind and water (half of
the old alchemists' original elements of Earth,
Fire, Wind and Water) with the second part of
Hans Karman's article on his award winning
exhibit of Windmills as well as a selection
from Peter Cheah's recent display on The
Power of Water to the Postcard Group. The
Group's meetings on the second Tuesday of
each month continue to bring out a wide range
of collecting interests and formats as evidenced
by the diverse topics displayed to the Philatelic
Society of Canberra on the 1st of May - from
Food and Drink to Murray River Paddle
Steamers - some of these will be featured in
future issues of PASTCAJRDS.

To whet your appetites for some forthcoming
articles, we are enclosing an Avant Card
courtesy of Jenni Creagh at the National
Dinosaur Museum. Free cards, (such as those
produced by Avant Card and those used as

publicity mail outs by organisations as diverse as Grace Bros and real estate agents,) can be used as
stand-alone collections and displays or as part of a wider ranging collection either of postcards, Social
Philately or thematic stamp collections. The card enclosed is part of a set of four produced as
publicity for the movie "Mostly Martha" - three of the four cards have recipes on them! Readers who
would like copies of the other three cards should contact me. Enjoy! - Bruce Parker

CONTENTS
A Thematic Exhibit of Postcards (Part 2)

The Power of Water
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A THEMATIC EXHIBIT OF POSTCARDS
- WINDMILLS (PART 2)

Frames 2 & 3: Windmill Types

Hans Karman

A frame (16 pages) is devoted to each of the major types, one frame for the Post Mills and another for
the Tower Mills.

Essentially the classifications relate to the outward appearance of windmills, or putting it another way,
the type of windmill is apparent from its visible structure. There are thousands upon thousands of
postcards that show windmills as they are seen by tourists in the landscape. Windmills are used
around the world and can be seen in any locations where the terrain is sufficiently open to the forces
of the wind - they are not usually found in densely forested areas. It would thus appear that there is
almost an infmite choice of postcards to illustrate each type.

There are however small things that differentiate one sub-type from another. These differences are
often obscure on postcards, so it takes careful selection to find those few cards that most clearly
picture the essential identification characteristics. And of course, like all classifications, there are
always individual types that do not easily fit one definition or another, but straddle the divide between
classes.

In windmills there are two basic types: The
Post Mill and the Tower Mill. The Post Mill
originated in the 13th century: the entire mill
body is supported by and on a post and the
body with the wings and all the mechanical
equipment turns around the post to enable the
mill to be positioned facing the wind.

Figure 1

Post Mill as shown in a detail from a German
Atlas from about 1600.
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The Tower Mill came a little later: it is
built on a tower-like fixed body which
holds the operating mechanisms driven by
the wings built into a movable roof or cap
so that the wings can be turned into the
wind while the rest of the mechanism
remains static within the tower body.

Figure 2

A Tower Mill: Wexford Mill in Ireland,
photo by Peter OToole;

this particular mill has wings which turn
clockwise, contrary to most windmills

which have wings that turn anti-clockwise.

The Post Mill has obvious limitations:
size was severely constricted by the
capacity of having to support the entire
mass and allow it to be turned - the bigger
the mill, the heavier: weight is its biggest
enemy. The Tower Mill was more
expensive to build, but it could be built
almost without a limit on size; its biggest
drawback was the friction between the cap
and the tower, which was overcome by Da
Vinci's invention of roller bearings.

Frame 2: Post Mills

In explaining "types" in
pictures, it is important
to pick the cards to show
the basic characteristics,
as well as the difficulties
associated with it. In
Fig. 3 the basic Post
Mill is clear. It has 4
painted brick foundation
blocks supporting the
braces which keep the
central post upright, a
square mill body with a
tapered roof and a long
set of steps to give
access to the mill's
body. It was difficult
keeping the central post
vertical as the Flanders
soil settled unevenly.

Figure 3

A Post Mill in French Flanders, showing the difficulty of keeping a post
mill vertical with age. Although the mill is still vertical, the foundations

and the post on which it turns have taken on a definite slant)
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When the principle of protection for the support
structure is coupled with reduction of the size of
the mill structure we start to get close to the
boundaries of the definition of the type.

Figure 5

This Post Mill was transferredfrom Fremmestad
in Sweden to the Skansen Open Air Museum in

Stockholm. The support structure is now so large
that it barely qualifies as a post mill.

The Hollow Post Mill is even further removed
from the definition that the movable mill contains
the entire mechanism. Because mills used for
dewatering purposes had to have their pumping
mechanism in a static location, the strict Post Mill
concept was not possible. The cheaper

construction of
the Post Mill

remained
attractive, and the
Hollow Post Mill
was seen as a
solution.

Later Post Mills were
provided with covered
bases, which protected
the post and braces and
provided extra storage.

Figure 4

The Durrington
Windmill in England
includes living space:
this Post Mill is one of
the largest, with three

stories inside.

Figure 6a (Left)

A Hollow Post Mill has it waterwheel and drive fixed in the lower
part, and the drive from the wing axle is passed through the centre of
the hollow post. The result is still an easily turned mill body and a

fixed working mechanism.
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Figure 6b

Hollow Post Mill
with waterwheel.

Another type of mill, the Tjasker, fits into the Post Mill definition in that the entire mill is turned into
the wind. Tjaskers are very simple structures that originated in Friesland in the 13th century. It was
very popular there, but did not found much acceptance elsewhere, probably because it did not have a
very large capacity and could only be used to move water via its Archimedes screw pump.

Figure 7

A Tjaskerin
the north of

the
Netherlands
where a few
survive in a
National
Park.

It is cheap and ideally suited to the dewatering the windy swamps of the Northern Dutch and German
sea coasts. But they need constant attention to keep them operating in variable wind conditions, and
these days very few survive. Postcards of Tjaskers are rare indeed, and finding such a rare example
can make a highlight in an exhibit.
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was
developed to take
care of the special
problems associated
with the handling of

long logs and long planks. These were not easily accommodated inside the confmes of a standard
sawmill, either a post mill or a tower mill. The
Paltrok was given a large shed in which the saw
mechanism was centred under the mill's drive
axle, and large areas were built either side of the
saws to house incoming logs and outgoing
planks. One side was closed to provide
protection from the weather, but the other three
sides were open to make handling of timber
easy. The entire structure was placed on a circle
of rollers on a flat base, so that the mill could be
turned into the wind with the help of a winch.

Post Mills can take some very peculiar shapes
dictated by local building practices and
availability of materials. This 19th century Post
Mill was built using logs from the abundant
forests around Gorki in Russia, using the log
cabin construction techniques familiar to the
local artisans.

Figure 8

A more massive
form of a mill that
is turned in its
entirety on a base
flat on the ground
is the Paltrok
Mill.

This type was
developed in the
shipbuilding yards
of the Netherlands
to cut logs into
planks. The first
windmill used to

was
1598,
soon
the

saw timber
opened in
and quite
after that
Paltrok Mill

A Paltrok Mill near Amsterdam, demolished in 1909. It clearly shows the
supported platform and the gap between the base and the lowest part of the

mill in which the rollers are situated.

Figure 9

Russian Post Mill relocatedfrom Gorki to the
Open Air Museum of the St. Cyril Monastery on

Lake Beloye, 300 km north of Moscow.
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Finally a mill that doesn't fit comfortably into either the category of Post Mill or Tower Mill: the
Ship's Mill. It is turned into the wind by turning the entire mill (the entire ship with the mill fixed to
its deck), so there is justification for classing it as a Post Mill. These mills were fitted on some sailing
ships to drive pumps used to keep the bilges dry. I have not yet found a postcard showing a Ship's
Mill, so a photo will have to do for the time being.

Figure 10

The 614 tons "Rollo" was a S-master built in Grimstadt, Norway in 1883.

The reverse of the Mostly Martha card - The recipe is so good ...and the design reflects the front.
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THE POWER OF WATER

Peter Cheah

Water manifests itself in an infinite number of ways. In its natural state, water can come as snow, hail
and rain; as ice, glaciers and streams; as cataracts, waterfalls and rivers; as oceans, waves and tides;

and so on. The
world's oceans
cover 70% of the
Earth's surface. If
all of the water
locked up as ice at
the 2 poles and all
of the world's
glaciers melted at
the same time, the
ocean level would
rise by some 20 feet
(6.6m) wiping out
most of the coastal
cities of the world.
So a lot of water in
the form of natural
frozen ice keeps the
world going as we
now know it.Figure 1 - On the Rocks, Port Elliot, SA. Eclipse Series.

Water is the foremost ingredient for human, animal and plant survival. Food is only of secondary
importance despite the bulk of its ingredients is made up of water. Many hundreds of litres of water
are required to produce 1 kilo of rice or a kilo of beef: some thousands of litres of water are required
to produce a kilo of cotton. Australia thus exports thousands of megalitres of its water in the form of
agricultural and pastoral products, beers and wines.

In the man made
world, water is
harnessed for hydro-
electric schemes,
irrigation channels,
desalination plants,
farm dams, and
household use for all
manner of domestic
purposes. Man has
also built water
fountains for
decorative or
memorial purposes
for reasons of
artistic endeavour,
nationalism and
sophistication.

28

Figure 2 - Sir Macpherson Robertson's Fountain, Domain, Melbourne, Vie.
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These postcards of Australia show the power of water being forced upwards or downwards. Water
being forced upwards in the natural environment takes the form of rough seas and in the man made
world, in the form of fountains. In case of the force of water going downwards, there are the
waterfalls.

Figure 4

The Weeping
Rock,

Wentworth Falls.

Photograph by
A.G. Fowler

It has been said that the waterfall is perhaps the
most impressive of all water-related phenomena:
waterfalls excite both the human senses and
imagination. The most spectacular waterfalls in
the world attracting annual pilgrimages of
tourists are the Victoria Falls
(Zimbabwe/Zambia), the Iguasu Falls
(ArgentinalBrazil) and the Niagara Falls
(Canada/USA). The world's highest waterfall is
in Venezuela, the Angel Falls which has a sheer
drop of 979 metres or 3212 feet. Australia's
highest waterfall comes in at 18th highest; it is
the Tin Mine Falls situated in the Kosciusko
National Park and has a sheer drop of 360 metres
or 1182 feet.

Figure 3

Wentworth Falls; 400 m or 1200 feet.

Swain & Co.

There are at least 50 waterfalls in the Blue
Mountains area. Some of these waterfalls can
bee seen here in postcard form. It is interesting
to note that in the Blue Mountains region there
are 2 Bridal Veil Falls, and 2 Weeping Rocks, a
Fairy Falls, a Fairy Dell and a Fairy Bower.
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Figure 6

Breakers near the
Cumberland

River, Lorne, Vic.

Rose Series.
P.876.
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Figure 5

Storm Bay, Kiama

Photograph by
Samuel Cocks,

Kiama.

Figure 7

Rough Seas,
Australian Coast.

Art Series.

Note: Multiple
Overprints of title
on postcard (3).
The reverse has
the overprint

"Ferry Steamers,
Moonlight,
Ascot".
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Sir Macpherson
Robertson's
Fountain
(Night).

Australian
Colour

Postcards,
Melbourne.

Figure 10

Swan Fountain,
"Citizen of the Year
Lake ", Burswood
Resort, Perth, WA.

Photograph by
Bernice Carter.

Auscape Prints, WA.
PC 038-6.

PAST CARDS

Figure 9

Archibald
Memorial, Sydney.
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Figure 11- Govetts Leap, Blackheath.

Swain & Co.
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Figure 12 - Katoomba Falls, Katoomba.

Southern Cross Series ~ 30.

Figure 13

Pope's Falls,
Blackheath.

Swain & Co.
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Figure 14- Fairy Bower, Mt Victoria.

Kodak.

Figure 16

The
Cascades,
Wentworth

Falls.

Swain & Co.
72253.
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Figure 15- Fairy Fails, Lawson.

H&B.
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Figure 17- Bridal Veil, Leura.

Rose Stereograph Co, Armadale, Vie.
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Figure 18- Bridal Veil, Leura.

Photo istanich, Kodak.

Figure 19

Weeping Rock,
Leura.

Kerry, Sydney.
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Figure 20 - Dante's Glen Falls, Lawson.

Photograph by Seldon, H & B.

Figure 22

Valley of the
Waters,

Wentworth.

Kerry, Sydney.

Note: this card
only has space
for address on
reverse, none

for a message.
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PASTCAlRJ)S

Figure 21 - Sylvia Falls, Valley of the Waters.

Swain & Co.
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EDITORIAL
Apart from our Editor In Chief (Albert Farrugia), it is not often that the rest of us mere mortals get the
opportunity to visit stamp shows overseas where one is able to talk to like-minded Machin nuts and,
probably more importantly, view enormous quantities of Machins, including rare material. So it was
with great delight that I was able to attended the last Machin Collector's Club Fayre in Rugby, last
October. A well organised event at a pleasant location (except that Rugby itself has more one-way
streets than Sydney, designed to confuse the visitor rather than assist!) with lots of Machin dealers
present, enough material to satisfy even the most ardent of Machin collectors and plenty of visitors.
This to my mind is one of the major plusses of being a stamp collector, the fellowship and the
camaraderie that stamp collecting engenders. To all those involved in the Rugby event, and other
similar events the quotation "You've all done very well" springs to mind.

Resources for Machin Collectors from B.Alan :
~ Regular Price lists of Machin and related material- all offers numbered according to

the Connoisseur Catalogue issued by the same company. A wealth of material for all
levels of Machin collectors. The Specialised List for 1997/98 covers issues from the

inception of elliptical perforations, and includes useful annotations describing features
such as phosphors, coil leaders etc. Not just a price list - more like a mini-catalogue.

• The Variety Club News containing a wealth of articles on many aspects of modern GB
philately, including Machins. Questa gravure machine books

• The Speed Prestige booklet

Machinations throughly recommends these publications - get your material from an expert
in the field

B.Alan Ltd : 2, Pinewood Avenue, Sevenoaks, Kent, TN14 5 AF, UK Tel: 441732
743387;Fax: 44 1732454442; e-mail: pinewoods@compuserve.com
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BITS AND PIECES

Peter Oldham

Looking back over past issues of Machinations I was delighted to discover that the articles written by
our small group of members has really covered the field on Machin matters. Well almost. What
about Machin sheet margin markings, particularly on the older sheet stamps, not the modem peel and
stick variety? We're all well versed on cylinder numbers (aren't we?) which always appear in the
left-hand margin of sheet stamps opposite row 1811, but what about other markings? For example,
what about those "S 0 N" initials? They stand for "Selvedge", "Off-side" and "Near-side"
respectively and are used as perforation guide holes. They appear opposite rows 14/15 on the left side
of no dot panes and in the right margin of dot panes. In the box associated with these initials, there
appears a guide hole with perforation type A stamps, but there is no hole, only the engraved box, on
sheets with perforation types R, R(S) or RE. These boxes do not appear on the sheets printed from
cylinders 13 and 14 of the 8p value, or on sheets printed from cylinders 7, 8 and 9 of the lOp values.

Marginal alTOWSare also a prominent feature of sheet stamps. Appearing in the middle rows of the
sheet, that is above and below vertical rows 5/6 and in the side margins next to rows 10/11, they are
provided as an aid to Royal Mail staff when breaking sheets up. They appear printed in the same
colour of the stamp from the cylinder.

Marginal rules appear in the bottom margins of most sheets as solid bands of colour and show clearly
that the stamp has been printed. The exception is the 8p from cylinder 1 printed by Enschede and the
lOp from cylinders 7,8 and 9, printed on the Cham bon press by Harrison, none of which have
marginal rules.

Some sheets, particularly no dot sheets printed by the Jumelle press, have a single solid horizontal
band of the stamp colour appearing at row 8/9; these are known as autotron marks.

Checkers' marks are small encircled numbers applied with a rubber stamp in a variety of colours by
Royal Mail checkers when counting the sheets delivered by the printer, although black seems to
predominate. They can appear anyway in the sheet margins, and can even encroach on the stamps
themselves. Sheet numbers are also serially numbered in black and are also used for checking
purposes an can also appear anywhere in the margins.

And last, but not least, counter clerks need assistance when stocktaking or when selling stamps. So in
each sheet opposite rows 5/7 and 15/17, reading up at the left and down at the right, there appear the
words "TOTAL SHEET VALUE" with the amount alongside. There are exceptions (as always) as the
8p cylinder 14 sheets have the inscription opposite rows 5/6 and 15/16 and the Chambon Press
printings have the inscription in the top and gutter margins above rows 4/7.

Good Hunting!

Capital Philately Volume 21 No 3

Mad, Mystic Machinites Meet
at The Stamp Show 2000
(Don't blame me, that's Albert's title.)

Mach inites from three continents met at The Stamp
Show 2000 in London. From left to right, Douglas
Myall, UK., author of "The Deegam Complete'
Machin Handbook, " Albert Farrugia, Australia,
editor of "Machinations, " and Larry Rosenblum,
USA, webmaster www.gbstamps.com and Linn's

columnist.
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THE REAL FIRST BRITISH SELF-ADHESIVE ISSUES

Tony Luckhurst

The first British self-adhesive issue was not the first class stamp produced in a booklet of 20 (19th

October 1993) but appeared in 1974 to commemorate the world's first self-adhesive stamps made by
Sierra Leone. The designs on the British issue utilised the Machin head within an octagonal frame.
The design was used on postal stationery employed by Royal Mail. The design has been used on
Postally-valid miniature sheets. These were on ordinary gummed paper. Some "cut-outs" were also
provided to those who required them by Her Majesty's Stationery Office (HMSO).

It was in the House of Lords in 1973 that Lord Clifford of Chudleigh suggested that the post office
should encourage the use of self-adhesive stamps on health grounds. The original self-adhesives were
the brainchild of Derek Worboys and John Daynes who both submitted orders to HMSO for the
octagonal Machin design being produced on self-adhesive paper. They were produced in late 1973
just prior to the service from HMSO being withdrawn. The self-adhesives issues were produced in
three different series - these all being very elusive to obtain.

Series 1: with square backing issued 10th February 1974, 100 sets only produced by Derek Worboys,
5 values complete:

Y2p,Ip, lY2p, 5Y2P (a 5p and Y2pstamps on one label) and 8p (5p and 3p stamps on one label).

This set currently retailing for £125 in the UK.

Series 2: with rectangular backing paper with message "You just cannot lick self-adhesive stamps for
speed and hygiene". There were examples of this issue with an additional message in red "This
slogan embarrasses the British Post Office and must be detached before use".

Values of 3p and 3Y2pexist with or without the above slogans.

The 3Y2pcan be purchased for £15 while the 3p is quite rare and costs £125.

Series 3: with circular backing paper, 1000 sets of 9 values were produced by John Daynes.

The values were Y2P, Ip, 1Y2P, 2p, 2Y2p,3p, 3Yzp, 4 P and 5p.

The retail of this set is currently £225.

These were not official issues by Royal Mail but could still be used for postage. Postally used copies
of these stamps would be a great investment.

The colours for each of these stamps are identical to the standard sheet issues at the time.

Reference: RUSH Express Sales Catalogue Number 52

Rushstamps (Retail) Ltd., PO Box 1, Lyndhurst, Hants S043 7PP, UK
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AN INTRODUCTION TO WINDOW BOOKLETS

Danny Howard

On 4 August 1987, Royal Mail issued the first of the now familiar 'Window' booklets. They were so
named because the initial issues had a cut out of the front cover, with a laminated 'window' through
which could be seen one of the constituent stamps.

Window Booklets comprise six Decimal Booklet (DB) series according to the Great Britain Decimal
Stamp Book Study Circle (GBDSBSC) classifications. These are as follows:

DB16 - Books for 2nd class (gravure)

DB 17 - Books for 1st class (gravure)

DB18 - Books for overseas airmail rates

DB19 - Books for 2nd class (lithography)

DB20 - Books for 1st class (lithography)

DB23 - Commemorative label books

These six series comprise an interesting area of study for the Machin enthusiast. A basic collection
across the six series would comprise 213 booklets. These would be made up of28 in series DBI6, 51
in series DBI7, 38 in series DBI8, 35 in series DBI9, 51 in series DB 20 and 10 in series DB23. A
more specialised collection can be built based around variations in their cover types and designs, both
internal and external, and of course their contents. The four Millennium booklets are also widely
regarded as Window booklets, although they have not been included by the GBDSBSC in any of the
usual Window booklet series. They have been included series DB12 (Special issue stamp books) due
to the fact that in addition to a pane of eight 1st class Machin definitives they also contain a pane of
two 26p or 1st class 'special' Millennium stamps.

The Post Office in announcing the introduction of 'new look' stamp books on 3 July 1987 stated that
five new booklets would be issued on 4 August 1997. The inclusion of different code letters and the
use of different barcodes for booklets with identical contents to distinguish between those sold
through Post Offices and those sold through retail outlets, actually resulted in the issue of ten booklets,
on 4 August 1987. These were all printed by Harrison and marked the start of series DBI6, DB17 and
DB 18. These booklets were initially made available through philatelic outlets, before being made
available through post offices and selected retailers in the Bristol, Nottingham, Preston and York
postal districts on 9 November 1987. This limited release was intended to confirm market research
that these new style booklets were more attractive to consumers than the booklets then on issue.

It wasn't long before the first changes were made to the Window Booklets, when in January 1988, the
original Type 1 covers, which had a rectangular shaped closure tab, were replaced by Type lA covers
which had rounded closure tabs. The only one of the Type 1 booklets not to have an equivalent of
Type lA is DBI8(2), which contains 4 x 26p stamps (DPI04) with Code letter 1. This is probably
because of low sales of this booklet in the 'market research' areas and may have been due to the fact
that people wishing to send letters overseas went to a post office to do so rather than buying the
stamps from retail outlets.

There have been ten major types of window booklets issued, with a range of sub-types. A simplified
listing of the major types follows:

Type 1 - Original 4 August 1987 covers. Two sub-types.

Type 2- As for Type lA, but cover now 56rnm high and narrower margins.
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Type 3 - Cover now 49mm high; no code letters; full size stamp reproduction on cover
instead of laminated cut out; wide Crown on cover; and stamp pane has margin on
one side only which is used to attach the pane to the cover. Three sub-types.

Type 4 - As for Type 3 but with narrower Crown on the cover.

Type 5 - Reduced size of stamp reproduction on covers; new cruciform logo and changes to
Crown; and Crown omitted from back covers. Eight sub-types.

Type 6 - As for type 5 but new airmail cruciform logo and 'International' included on cover.
Six sub-types.

Type 7 - Used for various advertising and sponsorship arrangements such as Olympics and
Paralympics, Disney, W H Smith, ASDA etc. Twenty five sub-types.

Type 8 - Commemorative label booklets. Ten sub-types.

Type 9 - Block stamp illustration replaced single stamp. Six sub-types.

Type 10 - As for Type 9 to update from Type 6. Six sub-types.

The Window booklets are now regarded as having fmished after a reign of 14 years consequent to the
widespread issue of booklets containing self-adhesive stamps on 29 January 2001 to prepay the same
postal services as these booklets had done.

This article is intended to be the first of a series of articles looking at the various Window booklets
series in a little more detail which I hope to bring you in future issues.

The DB and DP notations are used with the kind permission of the Great Britain Decimal Stamp Book
Study Circle, as is their Type classification above.

References:

The Bookmark Catalogue, ih ed., the Great Britain Decimal Stamp Book Study Circle, 1999

Specialised Machin Catalogue, 3rd edition, Machin Collectors Club, 2000

IF YOU COLLECT MACHINS YOU NEED THE DEEGAM MACHIN HANDBOOK

* * *loose-leaf a four-ring binder 720 pages, 1100 illustrations all levels of collecting

second edition contains all issues up to 1 August 1996 - regular Reports (available in "Machinations") keep it up to date

comprehensive and scholarly articles on every aspect of stamp production and identification

winner of several international awards

NOW FULLY UPDATED TO 8 JUNE 1999 WITH THE SUPPLEMENT TO THE HANDBOOK

Over 500 npdated, amended and improved pages, plus over 100 completely new ones

Three years of new issues aud new discoveries incorporated into all three level lists; everything together in its proper place

New Appendix for converting lithographed NVI booklet plate combinations into DP numbers and vice versa, with dates of issue

New articles on EME printing, letterpress, embossing, and pre-decimal intaglio

New research on Heads A & B and their subtypes; complete revision of pre-decimals

:::::> Check list of stamps with ellipses

THE COMPLETE DEEGAM MAClllN HANDBOOK rd EDITION

UK, delivered to your door @ £26.69 Add £2.90 for postage & packing (total £29.59) for surface mail outside Europe.

Airmail in Zone 1 add £11.80 (total £38.49), in Zone 2 then add £14.80 (total £41.49)

THE 2nd EDITION SUPPLEMENT WITHOUT* BINDER: i.e. just page set

UK, delivered to your door @ £22.99 Add £1.00 for postage & packing (total £23.99) for surface mail outside Europe.

Airmail in Zone 1 add £6.50 (total £29.49), in Zone 2 then add £7.50 (total £30.49)

Obtainable from :John M Deering, The Machins ,PO Box 2, South Molton,Devon EX36 4YZ, UK

ph/fax: 44 1398 341564, e-mail: machins@johndeering.demon.co.uk
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AN INTRODUCTION TO THE 22P DARK BLUE, THE MOSS GREEN AND
THE FLAME.

THE 23P PASTEL RED AND THE LIGHT GREEN MACHIN

The 22p dark blue value was issued on the 22nd October 1980 for use for the IS0gm 1st class letter
rate which had been introduced on the 4th February 1980. It was then used from 26th January 1981 to
pay the basic airmail letter rate to zone B, and finally for the 100gm 1st class letter rate from 1st
February 1982.

The dark blue issue was printed by:

1. Harrison in photogravure

1.1 On PC paper with Dextrin gum
• in sheets from cyls 3 and 4, found as PCPl and PCP2.
• examples can be found of a pre - AC paper trial with a with a yellow green phosphorescence

from cyl 3. Specimens of this stamp is fairly easy to find and not too pricey.
• a very small number of examples are known on non phosphorised paper, this is probably

some kind of error. It is from cyl 3.

The dark blue issue was withdrawn on 29thApril 1983 after the rate increase on 4thApril that year.

The moss green issue of this value was made on the 28thAugust 1984. It was to pay the all-up rate for
European letters and the surface rate for letters and cards elsewhere, the changes were effective from
3rd September 1984. On the 18thOctober 1986 the value became the IS0gm 2nd class inland letter rate
and then the 100gm letter rate from SthSeptember 1988.

The moss green issue was printed by:

1. Harrison in photogravure

1.1 On AC paper with Dextrin gum
• in sheets from cyls 6 and 10.
A new variety has been reported recently in Deegam report No 48 which has a fully
screened value.

2. Questa in lithography

2.1 On FC paper with PVA gum.
• in pane DPI07 from the £S Prestige booklet "The Story of the Financial Times. The

pane comprises nine stamps in three columns, LH 3 x 13p RB, C 1 x 22p 2B, 1 x 34 2B,
1 x 18 2B, RH 3 x13p LB
one of the two plates used in the printing produced a much darker colour and was
approved in error.

The moss green issue was withdrawn on 30th September 1989.

The flame issue was made on the 4th September 1990. It was one of a series of five values made in
time for a rate increase on 1ih September 1990.

It prepaid the first class letter rate.

The flame issue was printed by:

1. Harrison in photogravure

1.1 on FC paper with Dextrin gum
• in pane DP163 from £1 vending machine booklet three labels and five stamps in two

columns of four LH 2 x labels and 2 x 17p RB stamps, RH 1 x label and 3 x 22p stamps.
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The pane is imperforate down the outside edges. The pane is to be found with missing
phosphor.

1.2 on AC paper with Dextrin gum.
• in sheets from cyls 10 and 11

examples with low OBA are to be found from cyll0, and screened values from cyill.

• in vertical coil WL from cyl Rl

2. Questa in lithography

2.1 On AC paper with PVA gum
• In pane DP168 from the £6 Prestige Booklet "Alias Agatha Christie" a pane of nine stamps,

each 22p
• In pane DP169 from the £6 Prestige Booklet "Alias Agatha Christie" a pane of nine stamps

in three columns LH 3 x 22p, C 2 x 33p and 1 x label and RH 3 x 22p.

The flame issue was withdrawn on 14thSeptember 1991.

The 23p pastel red was issued on the 30th March 1983.1t prepaid the 2nd weight step for l" class
letters. It was amongst seven new definitives issued in time for an increase in charges with effect from
the 5th April 1983

The pastel red issue was printed by:

1. Harrison in photogravure

1.1 On PC paper with Dextrin gum
• in sheets from cyl 1

PCP 1 and PCP2 versions are known, but the PCP2 version is a darker shade and very scarce.

The pastel red issue was withdrawn on ih September 1984

The 23p value was re - issued in light green on 23rd August 1988. This was to meet the tariff increase
to the basic rate for mail to Europe and for surface letters and cards elsewhere that came into effect on
5th September 1988.

The light green issue of the 23p value was printed by:

1. Harrison in photogravure
LIOn AC paper with Dextrin gum.
• in sheets from cyl 6

The light green value was withdrawn on 30th September 1989

Bibliography

Alan, B.

Philpott, M.

The Connoisseur Catalogue of Machin Stamps 10th Ed 1995

Machin Collectors Club Catalogue 1st Ed 1996

Myall, D.G.A. The complete Deegam Machin Handbook 2nd Ed 1999

We gratefully acknowledge the kind permission of the Great Britain Stamp Book Circle in the use of
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Face Value 22p

Printed by Harrison in Photogravure

Colour Dark blue

PCP1

Head type B2
Value type 1

PCP2

Head type B2
Value type 1

Issued 20.10.80 Issued October 1980

ACP

Colour Flame

FCP FCP FCP ACP
2 bands short 2 bands missing
at the top phosphor

Head typeB2 Head type B2 HeadtypeB2 Head type B2
Value type 4d Value type 4d Value type 4d Value type 4d

PIPP PIPP PIPP

Issued 4.9.90 Issued 4.9.90 Issued Sept 1990 Issued 4.9.90

Colour Moss green

Head type B2
Value type 4d

Issued 28.8.84

Printed by Questa by lithography

Colour Moss green Colour Flame

FCP
2 bands

Head typeA2
Value type 4d

Head type A2
Value type 5d

ACP

Issued 9.2.88 Issued 19.3.91

This dark blue value was issued on 22nd October to prepay the 150g letter for first class
mail which had been introduced earlier in the year. From the 26th January 1981 it was
used to pay the basic aurmail letter rate to zone Band from 1st February 1982 it paid the

100g 1st class letter rate. It was withdrawn on 29th April 1983.
The moss green value was issued to meet the European rate and the rate for letters and
cards to other countries. The rates came into effect on 3rd September 1984. It was also

the 2nd class inland rate for 100g letters until 5th September 1988.
It was withdrawn on 30th September 1989.

The flame coloured issue prepaid the first class letter rate from 17th September 1990, it
was withdrawn on 14th September 1991.



Face Value 23p

Printed by Harrison in Photogravure

Colour Pastel red

PCP1

Head type D1
Value type 1

PCP2

Head type D1
Value type 1

Issued 30.3.83 Issued 30.3.83

Printed by lithography by Questa
Colour light green

ACP

Head type B2
Value type 1

Issued 23.8.88

The 23p Pastel red was issued on the 30th March 1983 for a tarrif increase on 5th April 1983, it was
to pay the second wieght step for first class letters. It was withdrawn on 7th September 1984.

The value was re-issued in a new colour on the 5th September 1988, it was to pay the basic rate for
European mail and to pay for surface letters and cards to countries other than European.

It was withdrawn on 30th September 1989
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Wrestling with a Philatelic Problem?

Finding it hard to hang on to your collecting interests?

Need to strip down to the barefacts?
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A problem shared is a problem halved - write in and share your questions and new discoveries!

Suggestions for new articles welcome as are contributions; please contact the editor.
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